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At its January 26, 2016 meeting, the Board of Directors of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council voted unanimously to support the proposed Version B of the Sign Ordinance. If the Version B+ is adopted, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council supports it with the following provisions:

- No amnesty for unpermitted signs or signs that violate their permit
- No digital signs outside of Tier 1 Sign Districts
- No creation of Tier 2 Sign Districts
- Takedown ratio of 5:1 for conventional billboards and 10:1 for digital (with no unpermitted or out of compliance signs eligible for takedown credit)
- Grandfathered sign districts limited to the two approved by the CPC in March, 2009 and the four districts for which applications had been submitted before that date (specifically: Metropolis, City West, Koreatown, and Midtown Crossing)
- Signage in single family residential properties be limited to a single lawn or monument sign, no greater than six square feet in area.
- No flashing, moving or strobe light signage be permitted in single family residential properties
- No off-site signs be permitted in single family residential properties
- No signage be permitted that is obscene; emits sounds or odors; uses people, animals, or motion pictures; or are inflatable
- Temporary informational signs tacked or pasted on walls, trees, poles, etc be limited to a maximum of two weeks